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Pathogen linear motif mimics are highly evolvable elements that

facilitate rewiring of host protein interaction networks. Host

linear motifs and pathogen mimics differ in sequence, leading

to thermodynamic and structural differences in the resulting

protein–protein interactions. Moreover, the functional output of

a mimic depends on the motif and domain repertoire of the

pathogen protein. Regulatory evolution mediated by linear

motifs can be understood by measuring evolutionary rates,

quantifying positive and negative selection and performing

phylogenetic reconstructions of linear motif natural history.

Convergent evolution of linear motif mimics is widespread

among unrelated proteins from viral, prokaryotic and

eukaryotic pathogens and can also take place within individual

protein phylogenies. Statistics, biochemistry and laboratory

models of infection link pathogen linear motifs to phenotypic

traits such as tropism, virulence and oncogenicity. In vitro

evolution experiments and analysis of natural sequences

suggest that changes in linear motif composition underlie

pathogen adaptation to a changing environment.
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Introduction
Linear motifs mediate a wide range of processes such as

protein cleavage, protein degradation, post-translational

modification, sub-cellular localization or binding to mod-

ular protein domains [1,2�] (Box 1). Linear motifs can

confer functional diversity to splice variants [2�] and may

act in coordination, forming higher order functional units
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or ‘switches’ [1,2�,3] (Box 1). Given their ubiquity, it is

not surprising that aberrant function of linear motifs is

linked to both genetic [2�] and infectious diseases [2�,4,5].

In the case of infectious diseases, it is widely recognized

that many viral proteins harbor functional linear motifs

that resemble those found in the host [4,5]. This special

type of mimicry that takes place in host–pathogen inter-

actions can be called linear motif mimicry (Box 1), and the

individual examples may be called mimics. Beyond vi-

ruses, recent reviews describe a number of linear motif

mimics in a diverse set of prokaryotic and eukaryotic

pathogens [2�,6–9]. Pathogen mimics are widely distrib-

uted across the tree of life, including proteobacteria,

spirochaetes, firmicutes, fungi, chromalveolata, excavata

and animalia [2�,9–11]. Similar to viruses, these linear

motif mimics have contributed to the discovery of new

host linear motifs [12] and mediate a wide range of

processes, such as adhesion to target cells, virulence

protein secretion, perturbation of cell signaling, and inhi-

bition of host defense systems [2�,9]. Despite the growing

recognition of their relevance, we are only beginning to

understand the evolutionary patterns and comparative

properties of host motifs and their pathogen mimics. In

the following, we briefly review the major advances in

these areas.

Linear motif mimicry from a sequence
viewpoint
Linear motif mimicry takes place when a pathogen pro-

tein harbors a linear motif instance also present in the

host. However, we are only beginning to grasp how far

this resemblance holds, as illustrated at different scales in

Figures 1 and 2 [7]. We may first consider sequence

mimicry in the linear motif and its vicinity. Different

instances of a linear motif are often not homogeneous in

sequence, while still in agreement with the regular ex-

pression (Figure 1a, top) (Box 1). For example, host and

viral instances of the [LI]xCx[DE] retinoblastoma-bind-

ing motif may differ in the fixed positions at the begin-

ning and end of the regular expression, in the wildcard

positions interspersed in the regular expression and in the

immediately adjacent positions (see also [1,13]) (Box 1).

Taken as two separate groups, host and virus instances of

a linear motif may present subtly different amino acid

preferences, as illustrated by the sequence logos in

Figure 1b. On a broader sequence context, the number

of motif copies in a certain host or pathogen protein

[14,15] and the positions flanking the motif [1,2�] may
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Box 1 Linear motif mimicry

Linear motif. Protein subsequence that modulates protein function.

Typical linear motifs are shorter than 15 residues and embedded in

intrinsically disordered regions.

Motif switch. Gain, loss or exchange of linear motif binding partners

that leads to integrated regulation of protein interaction interfaces

and function. This process often takes place through splicing or

post-translational modificationof linear motifs.

Linear motif mimicry. A particular kind of molecular mimicry in

which a pathogen harbors a linear motif resembling a linear motif

found in the host. In most cases, the mimic functions through binding

to the same binding site as the host linear motif, and gives the

pathogen access to the motif-mediated systems of the host.

Regular expression. Structured sequence pattern that lists the

allowed and forbidden amino acids at each position of a linear motif.

Within regular expressions, we can define fixed and wildcard

positions, and within the linear motif vicinity we can define adjacent

and flanking positions.

Motif repertoire. Specific combination of linear motifs found in a

protein.

Host protein hijacking. Interaction between a host and pathogen

protein that alters function of the host protein and leads to an

increase in pathogen fitness.
also vary across instances. Finally, we should also consider

that, as a consequence of convergent evolution of linear

motifs (Box 2), the remainder of the pathogen protein

usually does not present measurable sequence similarity

to the host protein harboring the mimicked motif [16�].
Thus, the same linear motif may be associated with very
Figure 1
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different repertoires of other linear motifs and domains in

each host and pathogen protein [17,18] (Figure 2a) (Box

1). To sum up, the sequence context of host linear motifs

and their pathogen mimics can differ widely both at the

local and whole-protein scales.

Linear motif mimicry from a physicochemical
viewpoint
Differences in sequence between linear motif instances

and their pathogen mimics has consequences at many

levels. From a physicochemical viewpoint, it is useful to

distinguish between the unbound and bound states of a

linear motif. The unbound state is usually disordered,

with low populations of conformations with local second-

ary structure. On the other hand, the bound state is

usually well ordered and forms short-range interactions

with a globular domain. Differences in sequence across

linear motif instances can lead to different structures in

the bound state. Figure 1c shows two host motifs and a

pathogen mimic of the retinoblastoma-binding AB groove

motif in complex with their target domain [19,20]. Al-

though all three instances bind forming a helical confor-

mation, there are observable differences in the flanking

residues, in main chain conformation, and in the orienta-

tion of side chains corresponding to fixed positions in the

regular expression. Compliance with a regular expression

is also compatible with a range of structural propensities

in the unbound state, such as local disorder (Figure 1a,

bottom) and local structural propensities for alpha helix,

beta sheet and/or polyproline type II helix conformations

[21,22��,23]. Also, the unbound state of the motif can

have structural propensities similar or different from the

bound form [21,22��,23]. The structural context of a motif
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Figure 2
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Diverse functional outputs of mimic repertoires in pathogen proteins targeting the host retinoblastoma protein. (a) Functional repertoires.

Architecture of HDAC (host, red), papillomavirus E7 (blue), adenovirus E1A (brown) and polyomavirus Large T antigen (green). Boxes indicate

globular domains, while lines indicate intrinsically disordered regions [1]. Flags indicate experimentally validated linear motifs [1,44,62��]. Circles:

retinoblastoma-binding [LI]xCx[DE] motif. Triangles: retinoblastoma-binding AB groove motif. Squares: other motifs, present in more than one of

these proteins. Perpendicular lines: other motifs, present in only one of these proteins. (b) Protein complexes. Large shapes: globular domains.

Smaller shapes: linear motifs. Lines: intrinsically disordered regions. Top: retinoblastoma protein conformational substates in the host cell. Bottom:

hijacking of the retinoblastoma protein by the adenovirus E1A and papillomavirus E7 proteins.
instance will be even more protein-dependent in the case

of those motifs located in the loops of globular domains

[2�]. Differences in sequence and structure are often

coupled to differences in binding affinity and kinetics

(Figure 1a, top). The changes in affinity can be traced to

motif-determining residues [24], to wildcard, adjacent

and flanking residues [17,24–26], to the unbound struc-

ture [22��] and/or to an increased number of copies of the

motif [14,15]. The differences in affinity can lead to a

binding hierarchy in which strong-binding proteins dis-

place weaker-binding proteins. It has been proposed that

pathogen linear motif mimics effectively compete with

host proteins by means of tighter binding [4] (Figures 1a

and 2b). In several cases, the pathogen linear motif

mimics indeed showed a higher affinity that could be

traced to the differences in sequence [15,24,27�]
(Figure 1b). This is made possible by the fact that host

interactions are not optimized for high binding affinity,

allowing for the appearance of ‘superbinders’ that may

have a physiological effect on the network [28]. Local

protein concentration in the cell may affect binding as

much as the measured differences in affinity [29]. This

issue, which may affect competition between host linear

motifs and their pathogen mimics, is still poorly under-

stood. Therefore, current evidence shows that there are

subtle yet significant differences in conformation and

energetic properties between host linear motifs and their

pathogen mimics.
www.sciencedirect.com 
Diverse functional outputs of mimic
repertoires in pathogen proteins
Host–pathogen protein–protein interactions are usually

multivalent, with several binding surfaces mediated by

different linear motif mimics and/or globular domains

(Figure 2a). This leads to multiprotein assemblies with

complex architectures and distinct conformational sub-

states (Figure 2b, top) [1,2�,30,31�,32–36], in which the

role of a motif mimic in hijacking the host protein is

highly pathogen dependent (Figure 2b, bottom) (Box 1).

For example, the closed substate of the retinoblastoma

cell cycle regulator is stabilized by phosphorylation

events at the RbN domain (gray circle), the AB loop of

the pocket domain (green diamond) and the RbC domain

(red ellipse). The open substate is stabilized by multiva-

lent binding of E2F/DP dimers and of proteins containing

the [LI]xCx[DE] motif [31�]. Figure 2b bottom shows

hijacking of the retinoblastoma protein by the adenovirus

E1A and papillomavirus E7 proteins, which contain a

similar set of mimics (Figure 2a). The monomeric E1A

protein displaces the host targets of retinoblastoma by

mimicking the [LI]xCx[DE] and AB groove motifs and

recruits the CBP protein [30]. This ternary complex

formed between the host CBP and retinoblastoma pro-

teins and the adenovirus E1A protein shows either

positive or negative cooperativity, depending on the

available E1A interaction sites [37�]. On the other hand,

the dimeric E7 protein displaces the host targets of
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 32:91–101
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Box 2 Linear motif evolution

Evolutionary innovation. A specific feature that arises throughout

evolution, and endows an organism with a qualitatively new ability.

Regulatory evolution. Evolution of regulatory networks that takes

place through changes in network connectivity.

Convergent evolution of linear motifs. Multiple independent

appearances of a given motif that can occur both in unrelated

proteins and in separate branches of a protein phylogeny.

dN/dS. Ratio of nonsynonymous versus synonymous substitutions

at a given codon or gene region. Values of dN/dS > 1 are indicative

of positive selection, and values of dN/dS < 1 are indicative of

negative selection.

Positive selection. Evolutionary process that leads to an increase in

the prevalence of traits that provide a selective advantage or

increase fitness.

Negative-purifying selection. Evolutionary process that leads to a

decrease in the prevalence of traits that diminish fitness or

contributes to the maintenance of an existing trait.

Adaptive evolution. Episode of natural selection through which

specific phenotypes that increase fitness become fixed and

maintained in a population.

Phylogenetic reconstruction of linear motif history. Bioinformatic

mapping of the evolutionary history of a linear motif within one or

more protein families. Reconstructions are performed using a

hypothesis on the protein phylogeny, together with a model for motif

evolution.

Homologous proteins. Proteins that are related by common

ancestry. Homologs found in different species are commonly

referred to as orthologs, while those that arise after gene duplication

are referred to as paralogs.
retinoblastoma by mimicking the [LI]xCx[DE] and AB

groove motifs and binding to the RbC domain. E7 also

recruits the CBP protein using the region harboring the

[LI]xCx[DE] motif [33��]. However, while displacement

of the E2F transcription factors by both viral proteins

induces S-phase reentry, pathogen-specific effects in-

clude E1A-induced acetylation and E7 mediated degra-

dation of the retinoblastoma protein [38]. This evidence

implies that the output of an interaction mediated by a

pathogen linear motif mimic depends crucially on the

remainder of the pathogen protein. Therefore, molecular

mimicry of a host linear motif by different pathogens does

not necessarily lead to similar functional consequences

[7].

The design of drugs against motif-mediated host patho-

gen interactions is complicated by mimicry, because

inhibition of interactions key to the pathogen life cycle

may also interfere with host protein–protein interactions

[5]. However, the motif repertoires of host and pathogen

proteins may be different enough to enable specific

targeting, by using compounds that target multiple motifs

in a pathogen protein. A recently designed proof-of-

concept engineered protein uses this rationale, targeting

a unique combination of linear motif mimics found in the
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 32:91–101 
HIV Nef protein [39]. The designed decoy protein effec-

tively interferes with Nef function, suggesting that it

successfully wraps the viral linear motif mimics and

renders them inactive [39].

Linear motifs as key elements in regulatory
evolution
Evolution is a complex process that takes place through

the rising of ‘evolutionary innovations’ [40], which can

involve changes in molecule architecture, or in the regu-

latory networks connecting the molecules themselves

[40] (Box 2). The latter process is known as regulatory
evolution and is a prevalent evolutionary process, first

identified in transcription factor binding sites [40,41]

(Box 2). One striking example is predator evasion, where

increases in expression levels of the Distal-Less transcrip-

tion factor allow the formation of butterfly eyespots [40].

Strong parallels can be drawn between transcriptional

regulatory evolution and the evolution of post-translational

modification and protein–protein interaction networks,

governed by the presence of highly evolvable short linear

motifs [2�,41]. In agreement with this, computational

analysis of interaction networks shows that interactions

mediated by linear motifs are the most likely to be

rewired [42]. The nature and structural context of linear

motifs makes them strong candidates for rapidly evolv-

able elements. Globular domains evolve slowly and di-

vergently through domain duplication or swapping [43].

In contrast, while disordered regions may face evolution-

ary constraints to preserve structural ensembles and

binding sites [44,45], they are able to evolve quickly as

they are not restrained to maintain a rigid structural fold

[45]. The small size and degenerate nature of linear

motifs implies that, similar to transcription factor binding

sites, the genotypic changes required for their appearance

or loss are small [2�,43], making their frequent appearance

plausible. Following emergence, linear motif sequences

that increase fitness can be positively selected and be-

come fixed in the population [2�,43,46,47], or negatively

selected in order to suppress deleterious interactions

[48,49] (Box 2). This process can occur independently

in unrelated sequences, leading to convergent evolution

[2�] (Box 2).

Evolution of host linear motifs: The old and the
new
Although it has been long proposed that linear motifs

evolve quickly and convergently, and are subject to

adaptive evolution [43] (Box 2), until recently these

tenets were supported mainly on theoretical grounds.

Pioneering studies were focused on evidence scoring

the presence or absence of individual motifs or their

occurrence in unrelated proteins. Initial analyses of the

eukaryotic linear motif (ELM) database indicated that

�50% of motifs occur in at least two unrelated proteins

[50�]. Several motifs showed more than two convergent
www.sciencedirect.com
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instances, with many examples presenting instances in

over 10 unrelated proteins [50�]. A proteome-wide study

of N-glycosylation sites across eukaryote species showed

that many modification sites are shared by proteins that

arose after the phylogenetic divergence between the

corresponding lineages [51]. Finally, several examples

document the acquisition of motifs after duplication in

paralogs [34–36] (Box 2). Although these studies did not

provide a direct proof, they also suggested convergent

evolution of motifs as the most likely explanation.

Additional evidence for linear motif convergence and

plasticity can be provided by explicit modeling of linear

motif evolution. For example, phylogenetic reconstruc-

tions of linear motif history can be used to test for

convergence, while measurements of synonymous and

nonsynonymous substitution rates allow for direct test-

ing of positive and negative selection events and their

relationship to adaptive evolution (Box 2). In the fol-

lowing, we review recent advances on host linear motif

evolution, some of which are shown in Figure 3. Several

studies have measured substitution rates in host linear

motifs. Genome-wide measurements of evolutionary

rate of yeast linear motifs have shown that linear motifs

in paralogs undergo periods of accelerated evolution

followed by functional divergence [52��]. Another study

of paralogs of the hominid CDC14 protein identified

short evolutionary periods of strong positive selection

followed by purifying selection in a nuclear localization

motif, leading to a phenotypic change from nuclear to

microtubular association [47] (Figure 3d). Evolutionary

analyses of extant and reconstructed sequences in the

insect ENGRAILED selector protein showed the emer-

gence of a specific GRO-interaction motif in the dipter-

an/lepidopteran lineage, which was maintained under

strong purifying selection [53]. Host linear motifs may

also evolve in response to pathogens. For example, it has

been observed that the viral-sensing MAVS protein from

primates ceased being a target for a viral protease upon

mutation of the cleavage motif during an episode of

positive selection [46]. However, the number of escape

mutations may be limited by the need to maintain host

interactions and functions [7]. Linear motifs may also

undergo negative selection [49], which could function to

suppress deleterious interactions [48]. Therefore, cur-

rent evidence supports the notion that linear motifs are

highly evolvable regulatory elements that play important

roles in functional divergence.

Cumulative evidence on the evolution of linear motifs

shows that several modes of conservation are possible.

Some examples resemble the evolution of enzyme active

sites, where a single copy of the sequence pattern is

conserved across long evolutionary distances [54]. How-

ever, only 5% of instances in the ELM database are

conserved from mammals through yeast [50�], and some

motifs are found only in recent lineages [50�,53]. This
www.sciencedirect.com 
implies that conservation of linear motifs should be

studied together with the phylogenetic distribution of

the motif. In other cases, the conserved feature is a motif

cluster, defined as the presence of multiple copies of a

motif, each of which can be found at variable positions of a

defined protein region. For example, phosphorylation

sites in yeast show strong conservation of motif clusters,

with high evolutionary rates and turnover of individual

motifs [41,55] (Figure 3e). Changes in motif clusters in

specific lineages correlate with protein localization, sug-

gestive of a functional role in diversification [41]. In a

striking case, understanding motif conservation patterns

may require knowledge of network evolution. In the

calcineurin–kinase network, the conserved feature is

the presence of a dual docking site on substrates of a

specific kinase–phosphatase pair. However, intensive

rewiring of the calcineurin network across evolution,

leads to poor conservation of the docking motif in indi-

vidual substrates, while maintaining kinase–phosphatase

specificity [56�]. Therefore, studies of linear motif evo-

lution require understanding of conservation patterns

together with phylogeny and network connectivity.

Evolution of linear motifs in pathogens
Several properties of host–pathogen interactions suggest

that they constitute a specific case of regulatory evolu-

tion. The interaction between a pathogen and its host

leads to the establishment of a protein–protein interac-

tion network in which pathogen proteins preferentially

interact with highly connected host proteins (hubs) or

host proteins that connect functional modules (bottle-

necks) [6,16�], causing an extensive amount of rewiring.

Several lines of evidence indicate that interactions of

pathogen proteins are based to a large extent on linear

motif mimics. First, different viruses often target the

same host proteins, indicative of similar mechanisms of

interaction [4–6,16�,18]. Second, evolutionary con-

straints on genome size lead to a high density of known

[4,16�] and putative [57��] linear motifs. Third, the

presence of linear motifs correlates with the preferential

targeting of human proteins containing linear motif-

binding domains [16�]. Moreover, the prevalence of

disordered regions in viral proteins [58] and the fast

genome mutation and evolutionary rates [59] are

thought to endow viral linear motifs with increased

evolutionary plasticity relative to host motifs [60]. Scor-

ing of non-synonymous mutations in modeled popula-

tions of HIV-1 genome variants showed conservation of

the original motif repertoire in 50% of sequences, while

new motif variants were generated [57��], suggesting

that linear motifs are robust yet highly evolvable ele-

ments. Although the evolutionary patterns of pathogen

linear motifs are only beginning to be characterized,

most studies suggest that viral linear motifs allow rewir-

ing of virus–host interactions [61] and participate in viral

adaptation.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 32:91–101
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Figure 3
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Evolution of host and pathogen linear motifs. (a) Convergent evolution across pathogen types. Viral, bacterial, fungal and animal pathogens share

proteins containing the RGD linear motif, which mediates interactions with a/b integrin receptors in the host cell [2�,4,9,10]. (b) Convergent

evolution within a viral family. Linear motif history reconstructions based on phylogenetic analysis reveals different evolutionary patterns. Left

panel: All instances of a conserved linear motif are homologous, and a single appearance event occurred, in this case exemplified in the ancestor

protein. The Rb-binding LxCxE and Acidic motifs in the papillomavirus (PV) E7 protein present this behavior [62��]. Middle panel: Loss and re-

emergence of a linear motif present in deep phylogenetic branches can occur, giving rise to instances that are homologous (i.e. all instances

within Clade B) and to instances that are convergent (i.e. instances in Clade A compared to all others). The E2F-mimic motif and NES nuclear

localization signal in E7 present this behavior [62��]. Right panel: Motifs can emerge several times in recent branches of the phylogeny, giving rise

to motifs that are all convergent, and to a low overall prevalence and conservation of the motif. The DYRK1A phosphorylation site and the PDZ

motifs in E7 follow this behavior [62��]. (c) Alignments and individual motif evolution. The paramyxovirus Measles and Nipah PNT regions present a

STAT-1 binding motif (red sphere) [63��]. Alignment based on the disordered PNT region predicts conserved positioning of the STAT-1 motif,

suggesting homologous descent. However, this region is difficult to align due to low general sequence conservation. Conversely, alignment based

on the overlapping highly conserved globular C protein region and re-translation to the PNT coding frame, reveals different locations for each

STAT-1 motif, indicating independent origins [63��]. (d) Measurements of linear motif evolutionary rates. Phylogenetic analysis can reveal periods

of positive selection (dN/dS > 1) (Box 2), leading to changes in linear motif composition. This can give rise to changes in protein localization (from

nuclear to microtubular) as for the Ape ancestor CDC14retro paralog [47], or to the development of antibody resistance, as seen for the antigenic

loop region of the FMDV VP1 capsid protein [76]. (e) Evolution of motif clusters. Clusters, and not individual motif positions may be conserved.

The expansion of motif clusters can give rise to changes in protein localization, as seen with CDK sites in the yeast mcm3 protein [41], or to

phenotypic changes such as the development of immunotolerance in Influenza strains by acquisition of N-glycosylation sites in the hemagglutinin

(HA) antigenic protein [68,69].
Convergent evolution of pathogen linear motifs

Increasing evidence points to the prevalence of conver-

gent evolution of pathogen linear motifs. Scoring of linear
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 32:91–101 
motif occurrences in viral proteomes shows that �30% of

motifs in the ELM database can be found in proteins from

unrelated viruses [4], with several instances such as the
www.sciencedirect.com
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[LI]xCx[DE] and PDZ motifs, showing over 10 conver-

gent occurrences [4,18]. This is considered to be a

lower estimate [4], since many un-annotated instances

remain to be identified [57��]. Remarkably, many

motifs have been convergently evolved across patho-

gens groups, including the integrin binding RGD motif

and the 14-3-3 motifs present in viral, prokaryotic and

eukaryotic pathogens [2�,4,9,10] (Figure 3a). The grow-

ing description of motif mimics in non-viral pathogens

suggests convergent evolution of motif mimicry is

pervasive.

As a consequence of the high evolutionary plasticity of

linear motifs, two copies of the same motif within homol-

ogous pathogen proteins may also be the result of con-

vergent evolution (Box 2). A recent study performed a

comprehensive phylogenetic reconstruction of linear mo-

tif history in 217 sequences from the papillomavirus

E7 oncoprotein [62��]. Papillomaviruses co-evolved

with amniote hosts, providing with a well-established

phylogeny covering �350 million years. High variability

was observed in linear motif evolutionary behavior

(Figure 3b). Some highly conserved motifs appeared only

once in papillomavirus evolution, with all instances being

homologous [62��] (Figure 3b, left panel). However, four

linear motifs within E7 showed multiple independent

appearance events in deep and recent branches

(Figure 3b, middle and right panels), providing direct

evidence for convergent evolution within a viral phylog-

eny [62��].

Distinguishing convergently evolved from homologous

instances within viral families requires careful construc-

tion of viral phylogenies and alignments. In a striking

example, analysis of the disordered Paramyxovirus P

protein PNT region based on an alignment of the over-

lapping structured C protein ORF showed that the Nipah

and Measles STAT-1 motifs, considered to be homolo-

gous, have appeared independently two times [63��]
(Figure 3c). Advanced alignment techniques performed

on the disordered Paramyxovirus P protein N terminal

region also helped determine that the soyuz1 motif pres-

ent throughout the Paramyxovirinae sub-family probably

evolved by homologous descent [64]. Therefore, while

careful studies are needed, current evidence indicates

that convergent evolution of pathogen linear motifs oper-

ates across pathogen types, as well as within individual

phylogenies.

Pathogen linear motifs and adaptive evolution

A growing body of evidence indicates that pathogen linear

motifs can be viewed as examples of evolutionary innova-
tions [40]. Linear motif repertoire has been linked to

changes in viral phenotypic traits such as virulence [65–
67], persistence [68,69,70��] tropism [62��], oncogenicity

[26,71,72], and response to therapy [73]. The association

may be inferred from purely statistical correlation between
www.sciencedirect.com 
motif repertoire and phenotypic traits [62��,67,68,73], such

as the correspondence between the motif repertoire in the

HIV proteome and response of patients to antiretroviral

therapy [73]. The association may be further strengthened

by experimental demonstration of biochemical properties

modulated by the motif [26,69,71,72]. For example, spe-

cific substitutions in E7 proteins of high-risk oncogenic

types, compared to low-risk types, lead to 30-fold increases

in the thermodynamic and kinetic stability of the com-

plexes formed between E7 and the retinoblastoma cell

cycle regulator [26]. If possible, the association between

motifs and phenotypes should also be studied using labo-

ratory models of infection [65,66]. An interesting case is the

influenza NS1 protein, where grafting a PDZ binding

motif from the highly pathogenic H1N1 and H5N1 strains

to the wild type virus results in decreased survival in a mice

model system [65].

Emergence and fixation of pathogen linear motifs may be

studied by measuring nonsynonymous (dN) and synony-

mous (dS) substitution rates in naturally occurring

sequences. A positive selection event of motif emergence

is characterized by a high dN/dS ratio. Few such studies

have been reported to date. Analysis of extant genotypes

of the hepatitis E virus genome reported high nonsynon-

ymous to synonymous ratios for 4–10 codons in a motif-

rich polyproline region [74�]. Genotypes with different

host range show varying degrees of sequence divergence,

suggesting that these events may be adaptive. Converse-

ly, fixation of the motif by purifying selection is associated

with a low dN/dS ratio, as observed for linear motifs in the

hepatitis C virus core protein [75].

Adaptive evolution events may be recreated in the labo-

ratory by in vitro evolution techniques with rapidly evolv-

ing viruses. This allows a greater experimental control of

variables such as selection pressure. An interesting model

is the Foot and Mouth Disease Virus (FMDV) capsid VP1

protein, which contains a variable loop harboring both an

antigenic determinant and an integrin-binding RGD mo-

tif. In vitro selection of viruses able to replicate in media

containing anti-VP1 antibodies resulted in the accumula-

tion of mutations in the antigenic VP1 region. Analysis of

this region showed that the mutated positions presented

high dN/dS values, indicating positive selection [76]

(Figure 3d). Instead, when the same viruses were selected

for their ability to replicate in the presence of soluble

integrin decoys, mutations were identified in the integrin-

binding RGD motif [70��]. Another means of studying

adaptive changes in viral linear motifs is through mutation

experiments. In this case, reversion of inactivating muta-

tions can be observed during in vitro evolution, as shown

for the Hepatitis C virus NS5B retinoblastoma-binding

[LI]xCx[DE] motifs [77]. In sum, studies of pathogen

linear motif evolution can be linked to phenotype using

different experimental and computational approaches.

Future studies combining multiple techniques may
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 32:91–101
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reveal to what extent linear motif evolution contributes to

pathogen adaptation.

Coevolution of pathogen linear motifs

Pathogen linear motifs may function in a coordinate

manner, forming higher-order functional units or switches

[3]. This phenomenon may be detected through co-oc-

currence and coevolution patterns in single or in multiple

protein families and tested in biochemical and functional

studies. An interesting example regarding single protein

families is the papillomavirus E7 protein, where the motif

pairs LxCxE-CKII and CKII-Acidic co-occur significantly

more often than expected [62��] and two sequence po-

sitions of the LxCxE-CKII pair show a coevolution signal

[44]. Moreover, the CKII and acidic motifs are function-

ally coupled to the LxCxE motif to increase Rb binding

affinity [26] and the absence of the LxCxE-Acidic pair is

associated to a change in tissue tropism [62��]. The

LxCxE-CKII-Acidic module is present in the E7 protein

ancestor and conserved by purifying selection

(Figure 3b). In the antigenic region of Influenza HA

antigens, glycosylation motifs are found in multiple cop-

ies, with copy number correlating with antigenicity

[68,69] (Figure 3e). Regarding unrelated viral families,

large scale studies of many viral proteomes found over

200 viral linear motif pairs that occur more often than

expected and in multiple, unrelated viral families [57��],
suggesting that in this case motif switches have evolved

convergently.

Host defense mechanisms can constrain linear motif

mimicry

The response of the host to infection can strongly influ-

ence the evolution of pathogen linear motifs. The adap-

tive immune system relies on the recognition of

conserved pathogen immunogenic sequences [78]. For

example, it has been shown that linear motif mimics in

the HIV Nef protein are preferential targets for the

adaptive immune response [79], suggesting that many

immunogenic epitopes may correspond to linear motif

mimics. Viruses often evade the adaptive immune system

by depleting immunogenic sequence motifs from their

proteome [80]. This need for immune evasion may limit

the use of linear motif mimicry by pathogens, although in

some cases evasion may be compatible with the conser-

vation of linear motif mimics [76].

Technical challenges

Evolutionary analyses of viral linear motifs may be ham-

pered by lack of knowledge of phylogenetic relationships

between and within viral families [57��], by poor sampling

of viral phylogenies, and by difficulties in producing

reliable alignments of disordered regions [63��,64]. More-

over, many motifs can appear in different numbers or

change their location in the sequence while preserving

functionality, making their conservation and evolutionary

rate hard to score by classical alignment-based techniques
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2015, 32:91–101 
[41,50�,57��]. This can lead to erroneous reports that the

linear motif is not conserved, while it is in fact conserved

at a different location in each ortholog. Finally, detection

algorithms face difficulties in distinguishing true positive

from false positive instances for degenerate motifs [57��].
In many cases, careful sequence alignment [44,57��,63��],
advanced statistics [81] or motif scoring by sequence

scanning [41,57��,62��] can overcome these issues.

Conclusions and perspectives
Different experimental and computational approaches

show that pathogen linear motifs are highly plastic ele-

ments whose evolution can be understood within the

framework of regulatory evolution. Convergent evolution

of motifs across pathogen groups facilitates targeting of

similar host processes, and changes in motif repertoires

give rise to new phenotypes and can be linked to patho-

gen adaptive evolution. While most current insights have

been gained from studies of viral pathogens, it is likely

that many of the mechanisms discussed here also play a

role in the evolution of pathogenic bacterial and eukary-

otic linear motifs. However, our review of molecular

mimicry in pathogen linear motifs suggests that much

remains to be learned. We know little about the func-

tional implications of variability in linear motif sequence

beyond the regular expression, in binding thermodynam-

ics and kinetics and in conformational properties in the

unbound and bound states. Motif repertoires are just

starting to be explored through the concept of motif

switches, with growing consensus that many pathogen

motifs function and evolve in a cooperative manner. We

foresee that detailed studies of mimicry, in combination

with phylogenetic tools, will make an important contri-

bution to the study of linear motif evolution in pathogens.
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